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Oncothermia is my very personal
story
My mother died in cancer. She was young. She suffered horribly.
She could not wait to see me graduated….Many years
afterwards, my sister had been developed the same type of
cancer…In that time oncothermia was ready. I could rescue my
sister’s life. It was ten years ago.
She lives happily.

Prof.Dr. Andras Szasz,
developer of oncothermia method
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How oncothermia works?
The idea of oncothermia was born in 1986 in Strathclyde University, Glasgow
Scotland, during my visiting professorship there… I immediately realized my
destiny and put all my forces on the development of the idea. I established the
OncoTherm Company as a spin off from the Budapest Science University in 1988.

The idea
1. The tumor cells are in continuous activity, they have more energy consumption than their
healthy counterparts. The energy source is coming form the environment by ionic
exchange through the membrane. Hence the ionic concentration (as well as the
electrolyte volume) is higher than in healthy tissue.
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3. The electric current energy is delivered to the tumorcells but mainly flows around them because the
cellular membrane isolates well the cell-interior.
Hence the electrolyte around the cancer cells
elevates their temperature.

E [ 500 V/m = 5 V/cm ≈ 5 mV/cell ]

2. We pump radiofrequency current through the body.
The current will automatically go on the path which
is easier, which has more ions. Hence the current
selectively flows to cancer-cells.

4. The cells start to be heated up by the outside liquid,
(like we make our boiled egg in water). Hence heat
flow goes through the lipid membrane, which became damaged. This selective damage is
supported by modulation of the current.
5. The damaged membrane could cause lethal attack to the tumor cell, or makes it possible
to recognize their damage for the immune system, which makes the job, kills the nonproper cell.

The realization
1. The patient is a part of an electric circuit controlled by highly sophisticated software. The
modulated radiofrequency supply pumps current
through the patient.
2. The electric contacts are two conductive sheets
mainly parallel arranged above and below the body.
The inequalities of the body-surface are smoothed by
energy-transmitting liquid boluses.
3. The current flow is personalized, depends on the
patient shape and tumor stage. The current could be
modified during the treatment also, to follow the
tumor-destruction process.
4. The radiofrequency current works in low frequency
(13.56 MHz). This frequency is about ten times lower than the broadcasting frequency
(over 100 MHz) of the popular radio stations. Oncothermia is entirely harmless by its
“radiation”.
5. The personal fit is supported by various sizes of the applicators.

How oncothermia treatment is done?
done?
Process is simple, painless, comfortable
1. The physician explains the therapy, tells the possible
protocol and discusses the treatment frequency;
(usually 2-3 times a week).
2. Patient sign a written consent to be informed, and
accepts the therapy.
3. Patient takes off all the
metallic
or
magnetic
materials from her/his body.
4. Patient comfortable lays on a
water-mattress.
5. The medical staff places the
applicator on its proper place,
over the treated tumor.
6. Treatment starts, patient
feels comfortable heat. No
burn or pain can be done.
7. In the case of any discomfort
the medical staff in duty will regulate the power to be
comfortable.
8. The patient’s communication about the comfort feeling
is very important. The treatment must be optimally
comfortable. The thermal dose has to be chosen for the best personal fitting. Like
in chemotherapy, the higher
dose doesn’t mean higher
efficacy.
The
treatment
efficacy fitted to the patient’s
comfort. (Most of the patients
are sleeping during the
treatment.)
9. The treatment has to be made
in harmony with the other
oncotherapies, and has to be
checked regularly (with imagediagnostics about a month
after the treatment session the
result can be seen.)

Oncothermia today
Oncothermia was started in Germany twenty years ago. From that time oncothermia had
been accepted by many oncological practitioners and institutions. We are proud to learn
the huge development from that time, the intensive spreading of the method into many
countries of the world. Presently oncothermia is used in 15 countries, by more than 180
installations. More than 100.000 oncothermia treatments are made yearly all over the
world.
The efficacy of oncothermia
has been shown in many
observational
studies
in
different countries.
Oncothermia treatment is
never to be given up or
discontinued thinking the
situation hopeless. Even the
most advanced cases can be
treated successfully with the
method.
Oncothermia is safe both for
the patients and for the
treating personnel.
Oncothermia
type-exam
based market approval by
TUV Product Service; Munich
Germany guarantees the
high quality and perfect
safety.
The model and the protocolidea of all the active usage is
the MED in Germany
practice, that is, to provide
personalized treatments.
Among our users twenty five professors work every day with the method and we are
present at seven universities as well. Furthermore, five acknowledged laboratories help
our basic research and development of the method. Oncothermia became a part of the
established medical knowledge. Oncothermia cannot promise miracles for the patients;
but it can promise remarkable survival elongation with good quality of life.
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